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Abstract— This paper presents a study based on sensitivity
analysis to investigate the impact of fast frequency response
(FFR) capability of type 4 wind turbine units on the overall
frequency performance of interconnected power systems with
low inertia. FFR capability is implemented by means of a
control loop for inertia emulation (IE), which is superimposed
on the active power control channel of the machine side
converter of the wind turbine. All parameters of IE are assessed
via sensitivity analysis to ascertain their influence on the system
frequency performance within the time window of the frequency
containment period. Both individual and collective response of
the wind turbines are assessed to determine if the penetration
level of wind power can be increased by customizing IE with the
best parameter values found via sensitivity analysis. Numerical
results, obtained by using a 3-area benchmark power system,
illustrate the degree of increase in wind penetration level that
can be achieved when choosing a suitable combination of wind
turbine locations, and considering suggested settings for IE.
Index Terms—Primary frequency control, fast frequency
response, inertia emulation, MIGTRATE, wind turbine, wind
power plant integration.

I.

INTRODUCTION

From recent studies, it can be concluded that the influence
of reduced inertia on frequency stability is generally
considered as the main challenge for system operators [1].
Systems with low inertia are the consequence of phase out
of conventional power plants with synchronous generators
due to increasing penetration of renewable energy-based
generation such as solar photovoltaic systems and wind
power plants. Considering the variable nature of this kind of
power electronic interfaced power plants, additional measures
like addition of energy storage devices, and supplementary
control loops to facilitate fast frequency response – FFR (i.e.
fast active power injection), are important to avoid
unacceptable frequency deviation in the frequency
containment period (time window of 10 s from the occurrence
of an imbalance) [1].
FFR is essentially a mechanism to quickly regulate the
active power injection to mitigate frequency variations in low
inertia systems. Since it overlaps with the time window of the
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inertial response of conventional synchronous generators (0.5
s from the occurrence of active power imbalance), some
authors use the alternative term ‘inertia emulation’ (IE). In
other words, the inertia emulation can be considered as a
subset of FFR, which contains different responses based on
the frequency evolution over time and the so-called rate of
change of frequency (RoCoF) [2].
The actual source of energy for emulating inertia is stored
in systems behind power electronic interfaces, such as
batteries, and rotating masses in wind turbines. A
supplementary control loop for IE enables the wind turbine to
release the stored kinetic energy within 10 s to arrest the
frequency deviation [3]-[4]. Existing literature shows that IE
control can be implemented in different ways, ranging from
de-loading technique [3], inertial based control [5]-[7], to
proportional (droop) based controls [8]-[11].
The de-loading strategy aims at ensuring a reserve margin
by shifting the wind turbine's operating point from its optimal
power. This strategy can be superimposed in either the speed
control or the pitch angle control of a wind turbine [3].
The inertial based control uses a derivative term of
frequency to emulate inertia like in conventional power
plants. Whereas the droop based control regulates the active
power output from a wind turbine in a proportional manner
w.r.t. the measured frequency change. Several studies have
shown that this type of control greatly improves the
frequency nadir as well as the frequency recovery process
following imbalances [8]-[10].
It is worth mentioning that, in the inertial based control, if
the derivative based controller reverses the direction of the
power, modification of power reference due to control action,
signal after the frequency reaches its limit value, the wind
turbine will require additional control actions to recover to its
optimum operating condition. In this case, additional droop
based control is used as a complementary control action to
produce a change in the power reference, extracted wind
power, in proportion to the system frequency deviation.
Therefore, a combination of different methods like
proportional (droop) and derivative controls seems to be
effective as reported in [12]-[14].
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The implementation of the wind turbine model and the
benchmark system, and the time domain simulations are done
by using DIgSILENT PowerFactory 2016 SP3. Several
scripts were developed in Python 3.4 and Matlab R2016b
to automate the IE parameter variations and the simulation of
different operational scenarios and network topologies.
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B. Inertia Emulation Controller
The general structure of IE controller is presented in Fig. 3.
The IE controller is the improved (with more details of time
duration logics and IE thresholds for triggering and maximum
power emulation) version of ENERCON IE [16], which
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Figure 1. Controllers considered in the model of type 4 wind turbine. The
blocks with white background correspond with the generic control loops
defined in IEC 61400-27 standard, whereas the blocks highlighted with light
grey are additions to consider inertia emulation.

FAST FREQUENCY RESPONSE OF WIND POWER

A. Wind Turbine Overall Control
A generic model of type 4 wind turbine is used in this
research work. The static generator element of PowerFactory
is used to represent the wind turbine as a controllable voltage
source. The control scheme attached to the static generator is
developed based on IEC 61400-27 standard [16]. Additional
controllers were added as shown in Fig. 1 to consider IE and
modified P and Q control channels which illustrates the
overall structure of the adopted wind turbine control.
The type 4 wind turbines are connected to the
transmission network following the wind power plant layout
shown in Fig. 2.
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II.

reacts to a drop in system frequency by temporarily
increasing the wind turbine active power output. The energy
for this increase is drawn from the rotating masses of the
wind turbine.
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According to the current state of the art, droop control is
easy to implement and may allow to achieve good damping
and improved frequency recovery time [8]-[10], whereas deloading strategies are not economic, entail less optimal
performance, and they can introduce abrupt variations of
torque [3]. Furthermore, the application of derivative control
alone is not recommendable, due to its limitation in terms of
practices and its noise amplification [3].
Existing works on IE are devoted to controller design
considering a single wind turbine or a small set of wind
turbines, which is usually connected to a small-size system.
Nevertheless, detailed analysis on the impacts of IE
parameters and the location of wind turbines equipped with
IE is needed to determine the maximum penetration level of
wind turbines that does not entail risk of frequency
instability. This paper addresses this gap by performing
sensitivity analysis, based on time-domain simulations, to
assess the influence of IE control parameters on the system
frequency performance in the frequency containment period.
By evaluating individual and collective behavior of wind
turbines, the goal is to identify an optimal combination of
wind turbine locations with suitable settings for IE controller.
The time-domain simulations consider type 4 wind
turbines, equipped with droop based IE. Important aspects of
inertia emulation limits, the importance of activation time
(triggering of IE controller), wind power plant combinations
(each one equipped with IE controller), recommendable
ranges for each control parameter, and the maximum level of
penetration for the studied 3-area benchmark power system
are presented and discussed.
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Figure 3. Implemented IE controller type 4 wind turbine.

In this control approach, when the frequency drops below
a certain value finertia,trigger (named as ft), the inertia
emulation (IE) block is activated. When the frequency
reaches an even lower value (fp), the maximal allowed power
through emulated inertia (pemuinmax) is released.
From Fig. 3 (cf. control loop in the middle of the block
diagram), it can be inferred that there is a linear dependency
(defined by the proportional gain Pm) between frequency and
the additional power signal (pemuin), if the frequency
deviation is between 1 and 0. During this interval, the
following formula is used:
finertia,trigger − f(t)
Pinertia (t) =
P
finertia,trigger − finertia,min inertia,set
fdiff
=
P
finertia,trigger − fpinmax m

used to create different penetration levels. A worst case active
power imbalance is created by considering the outage of the
biggest synchronous generator (A1aG, which entails the losing
of 1000 MWs) at t = 10 s. The total demand of the system is
31000 MW. The generation dispatch is adjusted to consider
different penetration levels of wind power generation. As the
base scenario, it is considered that 55% of the demand is
supplied by wind power plants.
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where Pinertia,set is the maximum power increase command as
a proportion of nominal power of the wind turbine, and
finertia,min is the frequency threshold (named Fp) at which the
maximum emulated inertia power will be released. The value
of Pm can be set to values up to 25% of the nominal wind
turbine active power [11] and [17].
III. SENSITIVITY BASED APPROACH FOR FREQUENCY
MITIGATION MEASURE
Fig. 4 shows the proposed approach for sensitivity analysis
to tune and determine the maximum penetration level of wind
power plants, as a function of IE parameters and selected wind
power plant locations. The procedure considers a given power
system model with a number of wind power plants associated
to a given penetration level, an initial set of IE control
parameters (cf. Table I), a selected disturbance (e.g. generator
outage), and a selected operational scenario (e.g. peak load
demand and corresponding generation dispatch and network
topology) as inputs. Next, for each wind power plant equipped
with IE, an iterative process (implemented in a Python script)
is performed to sweep over each IE control parameter, while
keeping the other parameters fixed. Next, time domain (RMS)
simulations are executed in PowerFactory. A Matlab script is
then executed to extract the time data series of relevant
measurements (e.g. grid frequency) to assess the performance
of the system (calculation of RoCoF and Nadir). The objective
is to identify the value of each IE control parameter, which
enhances the FFR of the wind power plant. The iterative
process is applied to individually tune each single wind power
plant. Afterwards, the penetration can be increased, and by
applying the same procedure, different combinations of wind
power plants (each with its own IE parameters) with IE
activated are assessed to determine the best combination that
entails satisfactory values of RoCof and Nadir. The maximum
penetration level is found when RoCof and Nadir thresholds
cannot be met.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this section, The procedure defined in Section II is
applied to a modified version of the PST-16 benchmark
system [17]. The single line diagram of the system is shown in
Fig. 5 highlighting the added wind power plants, which are
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Figure. 4. Procedure for tuning of IE control parameters.

The first step in this study is to analyze the impact of the
wind power plant location on the system frequency
performance (e.g. measured by RoCoF) in the frequency
containment period. Besides, it is considered that each wind
power plant has IE control with parameter values as defined in
Table I. Fig. 6 illustrates the value of RoCoF that results when
each wind power plant performs IE.
Table I: Typical parameters of IE controller for sensitivity analysis.
Selected parameters

Value

F t [Hz]
F p [Hz]
P m [pu]
T imx [s]
f n [Hz]

49.95
49.75
0.3
15
50

As shown in Fig. 6, IE of WP2B entails the most noticeable
improvement of RoCoF. It is worth mention that this wind
power plant is the closest one to the location where the
imbalance is originated (i.e. outage of generator A1aG).
Hence, it is inferred that the distance of the wind power plant
to the disturbance location influences significantly the
performance of IE control.
In the subsequent analysis, WP2B is considered to illustrate
the tuning of a single wind power plant performing IE in the
system. The parameters used as starting point for the
parametric sensitivity based tuning of IE control are the given
in Table I. As indicated in Fig. 4, one of the parameters is
changed while the others remain fixed.

on the system frequency performance during the containment
period. As a complementary part of this sub-section,
additional comparison for different values of Ft is presented
by Figures 10 and 11, when considering activation of IE in
single wind power plant location as well as different
combinations of wind power plants with activation of IE.

Figure 7. Frequency response for various values of activation trigger (Ft).

Figure 8. Mechanical power of wind turbine (W2B).

Figure 5. Three-area benchmark with WP integrations.

Figure 9. Nadir for different values of trigger Ft.
Figure 6. RoCoF resulting when each wind power plants performs IE.

A. Activation time for IE controller
The activation process, as shown in Section II, is based on a
comparator (cf. Fig. 3). The trigger signal will be generated by
comparing the measured frequency to its reference value. IE
control is activated when the sensed frequency deviation
reaches a predefined trigger value. In the application of the
parametric sensitivity approach, the trigger value (Ft) is varied
between feasible ranges from 49.60 to 49.98 Hz, whereas the
rest of the parameters have the values shown in Table I.
Figs. 7 and 8 show the frequency performance and the
mechanical power of the wind turbine for different values of
Ft. Following the triggering signal, the IE controller is
activated and it is assumed it lasts for 15 s [11], [17].
Note in Fig. 9 that higher values of triggering signal for IE
activation, especially higher than 49.85, will have better effect

As shown in these figures, if the triggering time is set to
49.85 Hz or lower, the IE controller can only improve the
Nadir, whereas there is a minor effect on RoCoF. Hence, a
faster activation of IE controller is needed. This entails that
higher values for the triggering, like 49.95 have to be chosen
to enhance both RoCoF and Nadir. Nevertheless, if Nadir is
used as the exclusive parameter to assess the frequency
performance in the containment period, then, lower triggering
time is enough.
B. Threshold for maximum emulated power
As shown in Section II (cf. Fig. 3), there is an additional
trigger (Fp) for releasing the maximal allowed power by the
IE controller. This action will happen if the frequency drop
reaches a very low value, denoted here as f pinmax . As shown in
Figs. 12 and 13, this parameter is increased from 49.5 to

49.80. The higher value gives a better performance, which is
due to maximal extraction of power. It should be mentioned
that this value cannot be close or higher than Ft. This
limitation is related to the equation (1), which might bring
inappropriate gain with the unstable operation.

Figure 12. Frequency response for various values of maximal trigger fp.

Figure 10. RoCoF values for various WPs with different Ft.

Figure 13. Mechanical power of wind turbine (W2B).

Figure 11. Nadir values for various WPs with different Ft.

C. Allowable additional power output
As shown in Section II (cf. Fig. 3), there is a proportional
gain (Pm) to limit the allowable additional power output from
the wind turbine. This gain can be set to values up to 20% of
the nominal wind turbine active power [11] and [17].
Therefore, the effects of this parameter, varies from 0.02 to
0.5, on the system performance is presented in Fig. 14. It
shows that higher values lead to higher performance, but the
physical limits of wind turbine can define the maximum value
for this parameter.

Figure 14. Frequency response for various values of Pm.

E. Combination of multiple WP with IE capabilities
Ideally, it would be simply decided to required that all of
wind power plants of a power systems have FFR capability.
Nevertheless, it is worth evaluating if a minimum subset
(combination) of wind power plants with IE can entail the
satisfactory frequency performances as in the case when all
wind power plants perform IE. Indeed, as shown in Fig. 16,
the combination of WP2B, WP3B, WP12C has the highest
and the most similar performance compared to the case that all
the wind power plants actively perform IE.
Table II: Parameters for IE controllers in different wind power plants.

D. Maximum duration for inertia emulation
The effects of inertia emulation time period are presented in
Fig. 15. It is assumed that it (T imx ) varies from 3 sec to 50 s. It
is worth pointing out that depending on available energy, the
normal range for time period is around 15-20 sec, but in this
part of simulation this range is extended to show the effects of
IE. Additionally, mitigating the first peak of the frequency
increase/decrease after the occurrence of an imbalance can be
defined as a priority, and the time duration for FFR (via IE
control) can be adjusted depending of the available sources for
frequency containment.

Selected parameters

WP2B

WP3B

F trigger [Hz]
F pinmax [Hz]
P emuinmax [pu]
T imx [s]
f n [Hz]

49.95
49.75
0.3
50
50

49.95
49.70
0.3
50
50

WP12C

49.95
49.60
0.3
50
50

The parameters of the IE of the three wind power plants
selected to perform IE are given in Table II. This combination
is kept for further analysis in terms of increasing the WP
penetration in the whole grid.

investigate the best wind power plant combination with IE
controllers and to identify the maximum achievable
penetration level in large-scale interconnected power systems.
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Figure 16. RoCoF for different combinations of WP with IE controller.

F. Maximum penetration level
In this section, the effectiveness of IE when increasing the
level of wind power penetration is evaluated. According to the
ENTSO-E evaluation criteria, values of Nadir between 49.8
Hz and 50.2 Hz can be considered as limit during
contingencies. As shown in Figure 17, the maximum
reachable penetration level is up to 64 % for the 3-area test
system. It is concluded that by means of properly tuning of IE
control in key (selected) wind power plants, it is possible to
ensure compliance of RoCoF limit when increasing the
penetration level of wind power generation (which is
maximum 64 % in the case of the 3-area benchmark system).

Figure 17. Nadir values for different wind power plant penetration with and
without IE controllers.

V.

CONCLUSIONS

A sensitivity-based approach for evaluating the effects of
FFR capabilities for wind turbine and to understand how the
parameters of IE controllers can affect the system is presented
and discussed. A complete set of analysis with recommended
ranges for control parameters with a suitable methodology for
defining the maximum achievable penetration level of wind
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paper can be used as a guideline for system operators to
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